■ INTRODUCTION
Photochemically produced reactive intermediates (PPRI) are central for natural element cycling processes, atmospheric chemistry, and the degradation of environmental contaminants. 1−8 Among the PPRI, triplet state chromophoric dissolved organic matter ( 3 CDOM*) is notably important, both because of its role as an oxidant, but also as a precursor to other reactive intermediates. It is formed from the excited singlet state of CDOM by intersystem crossing and is known or suspected to be the precursor of other downstream PPRI like singlet oxygen ( 1 O 2 ) and reactive halogen species. 9, 10 It is not a single, well-defined species such as 1 O 2 or • OH, but a complex mixture of excited-state chromophores, which vary in their photophysical and chemical properties. 11 Several probes have been developed for 3 CDOM* and, based on their photophysical and redox properties, different pools of triplets are captured. Generally, they can be separated into two classes: electron and energy transfer probes. Electron transfer probes utilize the fact that 3 CDOM* oxidizes different classes of organic molecules, especially those with phenol and aniline moieties, 11 which is largely driven by the free energy of the reaction 12 and thus the reduction potential of . 17 2,4,6-Trimethylphenol (TMP, 1.22 V SHE ) is often used as a steady-state probe for oxidizing triplets 18 and, based on reduction potentials, should capture the majority of 3 CDOM* oxidants. Quenching rate constants of 3 CDOM* by TMP were found to be ca. 9 × 10 8 M −1 s −1 , 19 which is below the diffusion-controlled limit, possibly indicating that there is a pool of triplets in CDOM that have potentials below 1.22 V SHE . Such triplets should only be captured by easily oxidized compounds. N,N,N′,N′-Tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD, 0.25 V SHE ) is one such oxidant and central to the present work. 20 Energy transfer probes capitalize on the 3 CDOM*-photosensitized isomerization of dienes as a result of energy transfer from CDOM triplets with higher triplet energy (E T ) than that of the diene (Figure 1a) . By following the formation of isomerized products, pentadiene, 21 2,4-hexadien-1-ol, 22, 23 sorbic acid (2,4-hexadienoic acid; HDA) 22−24 and 2,4-hexadien-1-amine 22 have been used as 3 CDOM* probes. Similarly, the diene isoprene has been used as a quencher of triplet states. 25 These dienes capture a pool of high energy triplets that depends on the triplet energy of the probe. HDA is the most frequently used energy transfer 3 CDOM* probe, but there is high uncertainty about the fraction of the captured 3 CDOM* pool as well as quenching rate constants with 3 CDOM*. Recently, rate constants were determined based on HDA isomerization in steady-state DOM experiments 22, 23 and were found to be an order of magnitude lower than past estimates based on model sensitizers. 24 To further constrain these rate constants, in our companion study we investigated the quenching of 1 O 2 -forming triplets by HDA using a 1 O 2 phosphorescence-based method. 26 Because this method only observes triplets that form 1 O 2 , it is not clear if these results are representative of the behavior for all triplets in CDOM, especially oxidizing triplets, which play a major role in pollutant degradation pathways in natural waters. 27 We recently developed an approach to probe oxidizing triplets within CDOM by direct observation of the radical cation of TMPD formed from 3 CDOM* with transient absorption spectroscopy. 20 3 CDOM* itself has no distinguishable signal in the transient absorption spectrum but a large cross-section of 3 CDOM* moieties can oxidize TMPD to TMPD
•+ , which has strong absorption between 550 and 620 nm. By following the formation of TMPD
•+ in the presence of photoexcited CDOM, knowledge about its precursor, 3 CDOM* with an energy transfer quencher such as sorbate (HDA) and the unquenchable fraction α for this quencher of low energy triplets. B: Log(k q ) determined directly from triplet decay of model sensitizers depending on its triplet energy for CHT (black) and HDA (red, values from the companion study 26 ). A table of the used sensitizer and resulting rate constant can be found in SI Table S1 . C: Triplet 2-acetonaphthone ( 3 2AN) decay (averaged ΔA of 430−450 nm) in the presence of 60 μM TMPD and increasing concentration of HDA: 0 μM (red), 75 μM (blue), 250 μM (black) under argon-purged conditions. Solid line shows a first order decay fit. D: Formation of TMPD
•+ in the same experiment as B (averaged ΔA of 550−570 nm as well as 600−620 nm, corrected for overlapping triplet signal and smoothed by averaging five data points). Solid line shows the nonlinear growth and decay fit with the function from Schmitt et al. 20 E: Model triplet sensitizer quenching by HDA shown with competition kinetics with TMPD. TMPD •+ concentration expressed normalized to TMPD
•+ formation in absence of the quencher ([TMPD
•+ ] norm ): perinaphthenone (PN, red), riboflavin (black) and 2AN (blue) and mixture of 2AN/PN (orange). Solid line shows fit with eq 4 to determine k q and α, which was fixed to zero besides the sensitizer mixture. F: The same experiments with cycloheptatriene (CHT) as quencher. In this case α was not fixed. Resulting values for HDA and CHT can be found in SI Table S2 . Errors bars in D and E indicating the error of the fit for determination of maximum ΔA of TMPD
•+ with pseudo first order growth function.
also featured in our companion study. At this time, there has not been an in-depth comparison between the two techniques, and there are significant experimental differences relating to sensitivity and possible interferences . A more thorough  comparison of the TMPD-based and   1   O 2 -based approaches  to measuring   3   CDOM* reactivity will deepen our understanding of the differences between   1   O 2 -forming and TMPDoxidizing pools within   3 CDOM*, and help to judge the relevance of the results from each method toward other CDOM triplet pools.
The reaction of oxidizing CDOM triplets with energy transfer quenchers was studied by competition kinetics with TMPD through monitoring TMPD
•+ yields from 3 CDOM* with increasing quencher addition (Figure 1a) . First, the kinetic approach was validated with a set of model sensitizers and a sensitizer mixture, used to mimic CDOM behavior, with the triplet energy quenchers HDA and cycloheptatriene (CHT). Second, the suitability of this approach to identify different triplet energy pools within 3 CDOM* was tested by using quenchers with different triplet energies (O 2 , CHT, HDA, and cyclohexene). Third, the rate constants of 3 CDOM* with HDA and the unquenchable fraction for HDA, the relative size of the triplet pool with E T below HDA, were determined for a diverse set of DOM isolates and natural waters. Results were compared with values obtained from 
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Chemicals and Preparation of Solutions. Sources of chemicals and preparation methods of solutions are given in Supporting Information (SI) Section S1.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy Experiments. Setup. The setup of the system has been previously described in detail. 28 Briefly, pump laser pulses were generated by a Solstice amplified Ti:sapphire ultrafast laser (Newport SpectraPhysics, Darmstadt, Germany) and were directed into a Topas optical parametric amplifier for wavelength conversion (Light Conversion, Vilnius, Lithuania). The output was tuned to generate 346 nm light for the experiments in the presence of TMPD, unless otherwise specified. Pulses were then steered into an EOS transient absorption spectrometer (Ultrafast Systems, Sarasota, Florida) and pulse energy was adjusted with a variable neutral density filter to 3.5 μJ. In buffer control experiments to determine direct TMPD
•+ formation without DOM, the pulse energy was reduced to account for light screening by CDOM. To ensure that TMPD was exposed to the same photon flux in both cases (buffer and DOM), the energy of the pump laser transmitted through the cuvette was kept constant.
Rate Constant of CHT with Triplet Sensitizers. Bimolecular quenching rate constants for model sensitizers with CHT were determined, as no values in aqueous solution were available in literature. Details about the experimental procedure and data analysis are described in SI Section S2. To facilitate comparison, the same sensitizers were used as in the experiments in the companion study to determine rate constants with HDA. 26 TMPD as Triplet Probe. Our previously developed method to probe 3 CDOM* was used 20 and was slightly modified based on the different requirements in this study. First, all experiments were conducted at room temperature instead of 10°C for better comparison with our companion study. Energy Transfer Quenching Experiments. To measure quenching rate constants, the TMPD
•+ signal produced from sensitizers or DOM solutions was monitored as a function of added quencher. Increasing amounts of quencher stock solution were spiked into a 125 mL sensitizer or DOM reservoir with 60 μM TMPD. TMPD and quencher concentrations were chosen that both triplet quenching pathways proceed at similar rates if possible (not possible for weak triplet quencher cyclohexene) to be able to obtain quenching rate constants with a competition kinetics approach. Experiments were conducted in a flow-through set up under Ar-purged conditions. In the case of O 2 , different concentrations were reached by purging with Ar/air mixtures that were adjusted with a rotameter. The concentrations of the quenchers were chosen such that the absorption at the excitation wavelength was negligible to avoid light screening and thereby reduced TMPD
•+ yield (SI Figure S1 ). For DOM experiments, signal was collected for 20 min for each quencher concentration, but only 10 min for O 2 quenching experiments due to fast nonphotochemical oxidation. In total, five runs with different quencher concentrations were conducted with the same solution. Control experiments without quencher addition showed slightly decreasing signal intensity in DOM experiments, totaling around 15% after five runs (SI Section S3). To compensate for this effect, the TMPD
•+ signal intensity was normalized to the relative TMPD
•+ absorption decrease observed in the absence of quencher for each run.
Model sensitizers were used to validate the competition kinetic approach. The experimental procedure was the same as for DOM experiments, with the exception that the experiment duration was shorter (3 to 10 min) due to the higher signal intensity and no correction was applied to the TMPD
•+ signal intensity.
Data Evaluation. Details about data evaluation are given in SI Section S4.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Competition Kinetics Approach. To determine bimolecular rate constants between 3 CDOM* and energy transfer quenchers (k q ), a similar approach was used as previously reported for determining rate constants of
• OH with organic compounds based on (SCN) 2 •− formation and competition kinetics. 29 In both cases, the reactive species of interest cannot be directly observed. Rather, a spectroscopically visible product of a probe molecule, TMPD
•+ or (SCN) 2 •− , is used to indirectly monitor kinetics. TMPD and the quencher both compete for reaction with 3 CDOM* and thereby the yield of TMPD
•+ decreases in the presence of an additional 3 CDOM* quencher. But as 3 CDOM* is a mixture with different triplet energies, it is possible that not all triplets are quenched, resulting in an unquenchable fraction (α) for a given quencher ( Figure 1a) .
Kinetic Model. A two-pool model was used to determine α and k q , consisting of reactive and unreactive triplet pools (unquenchable fraction), to describe changes in the TMPD 
([TMPD
•+ ] low ) is independent of quencher concentration. The low energy pool, 3 sens low , which is the precursor of TMPD
•+ low , is not quenched by the energy transfer quencher (eq 2). This is a simplification, as there might be triplets that slowly react with the quencher, whose quenching becomes apparent at high quencher concentrations (see below).
The sum of the [TMPD 
and
The k obs value for TMPD •+ formation in the absence of quenchers was determined as in our previous study. 20 eq 4 was used to determine k q and α for model sensitizers, DOM isolates, and whole waters as described in the following sections.
Method Validation with Model Sensitizer. To validate the competition kinetics approach to determine triplet rate constants indirectly via TMPD
•+ yield, triplet quenching rate constants were also directly determined from the decay of model sensitizer triplet signal ( Figure 1B,C) . Perinaphthenone (PN), riboflavin (RF), and 2-acetonaphthone (2AN) were chosen as model sensitizers that span a range of triplet energies from 185−249 kJ mol −1 (SI Table S2 ). With increasing HDA concentration, 3 2AN* decayed faster and TMPD
•+ was formed more rapidly with lower TMPD
•+ yields as a result of the shorter triplet lifetime, because HDA and TMPD both compete for 3 2AN* ( Figure 1C,D) . For data evaluation, the TMPD
•+ signal intensity was used and it was expressed as [TMPD
•+ ] norm (eq 4). This approach assumes that TMPD
•+ does not react with the quencher, because also TMPD
•+ quenching would lower the signal intensity and not only quenching of the precursor 3 sens* (assumption 1 of the competion kinetics approach; see above). TMPD
•+ quenching by HDA was found to proceed with a rate constant of 7 × 10 6 M −1 s −1 (SI Section S5). Kinetic modeling indicated that this quenching can be neglected, because this process showed no impact on TMPD
•+ signal intensity (details in SI Section S4). In the case of CHT, no quenching of TMPD
•+ was observed. The lifetime of TMPD
•+ even increased slightly, potentially due to reaction of CHT with sens
•− , the main reaction partner of TMPD
•+ in absence of CHT, 20 but no correction was made (SI Section S5).
Comparing HDA and CHT. The two energy transfer quenchers HDA and CHT were compared to further ensure that [TMPD
•+ ] norm decrease with quencher concentration (eq 4) was caused in our experiments actually by energy transfer quenching of 3 sens* to this competitive quencher. This validation is important to later be able to identify different triplet pools in CDOM. [TMPD
•+ ] norm decreased more strongly with increasing quencher concentration for higher energy triplets following the order of PN, RF, and 2AN ( Figure  1E,F) . Comparing the two quenchers, kinetic differences between the sensitizers were much more pronounced for HDA than for CHT. For PN and RF, the decrease in [TMPD
•+ ] norm was much more pronounced with CHT, yet for 2AN it was similar for both quenchers. Overall, the k q values directly determined from triplet decay match these trends, showing diffusion-limited quenching for 2AN and decreasing k q values as E T decreases for RF and PN (SI Table S2 ).
HDA quenching rate constants exhibited a much stronger dependence on E T compared to CHT ( Figure 1B ). This is especially interesting given that the spectroscopic triplet energies are similar for both quenchers, 217 and 230 kJ mol −1 for HDA 26 and CHT, 30 respectively. Indeed, based on the spectroscopic triplet energy, it is surprising that sensitizers with triplet energies down to 150 kJ mol −1 were still quenched by CHT with rate constants higher than 1 × 10 7 M −1 s −1 . CHT is a so-called "non-vertical triplet quencher", which have higher rate constants than anticipated for endothermic triplet energy transfer. The phenomenon of nonvertical triplet excitation transfer can be explained with flexible acceptor molecules that have significantly different ground state and triplet state equilibrium geometries. 30 This is evident based on the poor fit with the Sandros equation, which only considers the free energy difference between donors and acceptors as well as the diffusion-limited quenching rate constant. 31 We observed significantly more nonvertical behavior compared to a previous study in toluene; 30 a similar difference between organic solvent
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Article and aqueous solution was also observed for HDA in our companion study. 26 A quantitative description of the dependence of quenching rate constants on E T goes beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, the weak dependence on triplet energy for triplet quenching by CHT explains the more similar decrease of [TMPD
•+
] norm for different sensitizers compared to HDA, wherein sensitizers were quenched more selectively.
Unquenchable Fractions and Quenching Rate Constant. In experiments with only one well-defined model sensitizer with a high triplet energy one can expect that an energy transfer quencher is able to completely quench TMPD
•+ formation at high quencher concentration. Thus, the unquenchable fraction determined by fitting the data with eq 4 should be theoretically zero in this case, because with one model sensitizer there is no unreactive pool/unquenchable fraction as it is the case in the DOM system with also triplets with low energies. Indeed, in the case of CHT, only a small fraction of TMPD
•+ was still formed at the highest quencher concentration for all three model sensitizers ( Figure 1F ). Using eq 4, α was determined to be zero in these cases (SI Table S2 ). An unquenchable fraction of zero showed that for model sensitizers, there was no additional relevant precursor for TMPD
•+ other than triplets under our experimental conditions (assumption 3 of the competion kinetics approach; see above). 
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This agrees with our previous finding that TMPD
•+ can be used as a quantitative triplet probe. 20 In the case of HDA, even at the highest quencher concentration, a significant fraction of TMPD
•+ was still formed ( Figure 1E ) because of the lower rate constants of HDA with the model sensitizers in particular for PN (SI Table S2 ). In such a case, fitting α results in high uncertainty, because of high remaining TMPD
•+ formation at the highest quencher concentration. As it was already shown in the CHT experiments that there was no relevant nontriplet precursor for TMPD
•+ one can safely assume that this is also the case in HDA experiments (the same sensitizer were used) and α was fixed to zero for HDA experiments to reduce variables in the fit function.
The second output of eq 4 is the quenching rate constant k q , which was compared to the independently determined values from direct observation of triplet decay. In general, the methods agreed reasonably well with the TMPD
•+ approach producing larger errors (SI Table S2 ). Only the rate constant between PN and HDA was significantly different (overestimated) using the TMPD
•+ approach. As this was the smallest rate constant in the data set, it could be that the TMPD
•+ method cannot accurately determine low rate constants. Alternatively, PN triplet bleaching might explain this discrepancy, reducing the concentration of the formed triplets and thereby also TMPD •+ , which would conceivably increase k HDA . The higher precision for direct determination can be explained by the lack of sensitivity to triplet concentration changes caused by power fluctuation or sensitizer bleaching because it is only based on kinetics and not signal intensity.
Quenching kinetics were studied for a mixture of PN and 2AN to simulate the fact that DOM contains different triplet pools with varying reactivity. In such a mixture, α can be different from zero because similar to DOM an unreactive triplet pool (in our model system 3 PN*) will only be quenched with a low rate constant, which can appear in an unquenchable fraction α in the investigated concentration range of the quencher. This can be seen in the HDA experiments, where only a fraction of the initially formed TMPD
•+ was quenched by HDA, whereas CHT quenched the formation of all TMPD
•+ ( Figure 1E,F) . This is consistent with the much lower rate constant for quenching of 3 PN* by HDA than with CHT (SI Table S2 ). An α value of 0.27 (±0.01) was determined for HDA from fitting experimental data with eq 4. The value α was also calculated based on the absorption at the excitation wavelength and Φ ISC of 2AN and PN, assuming the 3 PN* fraction is equal to α. The resulting value was with 0.36 slightly higher than the experimentally determined one. This discrepancy may be related to an interaction of the two sensitizers, a contribution from 3 PN* quenching by HDA, or again PN bleaching. The k HDA value was found to be 2.3 (±0.2) × 10 9 M −1 s −1 for the PN/2AN mixture, close to the value for 2AN. For CHT, α was determined to be 0.00 ± 0.05 and k CHT as (2.0 ± 0.3) × 10 9 M −1 s −1 , similar to 2AN (SI Table S2 ). From this analysis, it appears that k q is dominated by the faster quenching process in triplet mixtures. Overall, the PN/2AN sensitizer mixture results validated our data analysis method to determine unquenchable fractions for a given quencher for triplet mixtures. TMPD •+ Yield from Photoexcited CDOM in the Presence of HDA. After validation, the method was applied to DOM to gain information about its triplet energies. TMPD
•+ formation from photoexcited DOM decreased after adding HDA for all DOM samples tested (example NLNOM; Figure 2A ). A change in kinetics was also observed upon HDA addition, with TMPD
•+ being formed more rapidly with increasing HDA, indicating that the precursor of TMPD
•+ was being quenched. This lends support to the idea that TMPD and HDA compete for the same precursor: presumably 3 CDOM*. In addition to TMPD
•+ , e − aq was quenched by HDA (Figure 2A) , which is not surprising given that olefin reactivity with e − aq is well-known. 32 
TMPD
•+ was still produced in the presence of more than 15 times higher concentrations of HDA than TMPD, but to different extents depending on the DOM origin (Figure 2A,B) . Neither direct ionization nor oxidation to TMPD
•+ caused by triplet or singlet excited-states of the quencher (assumption 2 of the competion kinetics approach; see above) can explain this formation (Figure 2A, SI Figure S6 ). This is consistent with HDA's low absorption at the excitation wavelength (SI Figure  S1 ) and its short triplet lifetime. Thus, the TMPD
•+ formation can only be explained by a fraction of the TMPD
•+ precursors that do not react with HDA. It remains so far unclear, however, if this is related to low energy triplets or if there is a fraction of non-3 CDOM* precursor responsible for TMPD
•+ formation. In our prior study using TMPD as a probe, organic radicals as minor precursor for TMPD
•+ could not be completely ruled out. We therefore used an initial rate approach to determine triplet quantum yields because organic radicals are longer-lived and weaker oxidants than triplets. 20 This is not a suitable approach, however, to determine quenching rate constants Figure 2C ) with SRNOM giving similar results (data not shown). The low reactivity of 3 CDOM* indicated that charge-transfer complexation, the dominant reaction pathway for high energy triplets and mono-olefins, 34 and other nonenergy transfer mechanisms were not the major reaction mechanisms for 3 CDOM* and olefins.
Comparing the kinetic trends of [TMPD •+ ] norm, significantly more quenching was observed for CHT than HDA for Great Dismal Swamp water. For CHT, [TMPD
•+
] norm continuously decreased even at high quencher concentration whereas for HDA a plateau is reached ( Figure 2C ). This corresponds to unquenchable fractions of 0.42 (±0.06) and 0.06 (±0.16) for HDA and CHT, respectively, for Great Dismal Swamp water. For the other tested DOM samples, it was zero for CHT (Table 1) , which is similar to observations from the model sensitizer mixture experiments. Although there is large error associated with α values, the low α CHT indicated that only a small (if any) fraction of triplets in CDOM have energies below 150 kJ mol , respectively, ( Table 1 ). The lower rate constant for CHT can be rationalized by a pool of low energy triplets between 150 and 180 kJ mol −1 in CDOM that are quenched by CHT, but remain unquenched by HDA due to the dissimilar quenching behavior ( Figure 1B) . 26 Including this low energy triplet pool, with rate constants on the order of 10
, decreases k q due to averaging of the quenching rate constants across the reactivity pools. Zepp , which is in line with the range of E T for most DOM-like model compounds. 8 M −1 s −1 for both water samples. 19 In this case, α was fixed to zero, as [TMPD
] norm was only determined for four O 2 concentrations and fitting of two parameters would result in an over parameterization.
Overall, the strong dependence of quencher triplet energy on the quenching of [TMPD
•+ ] norm is good evidence that triplet energy transfer is the main mechanism for quenching of the TMPD
•+ precursors in these experiments. This finding suggests that non-3 CDOM* precursors were not important for TMPD
•+ formation under the experimental conditions (assumption 3 of competion kinetics approach; see above).
Comparison Figure 2D ,E). In the range that contains data from both methods, the signal decrease with quencher concentration is similar, but small differences exist that appear to be more pronounced depending on the DOM samples ( Figure 2D ,E and SI Figure S7 ). The fits showed greater variability than the actual data, likely attributed to the different weighting of the data points in the calculated fits because the [HDA]/k obs range was not identical between the methods. The TMPD method tends to result in lower rate constants and unquenchable fractions than Table 1 ). Note that for the comparison with the 1 O 2 phosphorescence values, the same isolate and whole water samples were used with rate constants based on the two-pool model (inverse first-order fit; see our companion paper for details). 26 In general, the difference of k HDA between the two methods is small in comparison to estimated values that are currently used in DOM experiments. Many researchers have used an estimated rate constant based on the average quenching rate constant of various model sensitizers with dienes (4.4 × 10 9 M −1 s
−1
). 24 This value has recently been refined for DOM by following HDA isomerization, yielding a value around 2 × 10 8 M −1 s −1 for terrestrial DOM and 7 × 10 8 M −1 s −1 for autochthonous and wastewater effluent organic matter. 23 At this time, it is unclear whether the differences in k HDA and α HDA values between our two methods is from experimental differences (e.g., sensitivities, interferences from other transients) that lead to method uncertainty or intrinsic difference in the triplet pools ( 1 O 2 -forming vs TMPD-oxidizing pools). It may be the case that the captured triplets have slightly different triplet energies depending on the method. One would expect similar triplet pools given that both probes were selected to react with essentially all triplets in CDOM by using an electron or energy transfer quencher with a very low oxidation potential or triplet energy, respectively ( Figure  2F) . 19, 20 Nevertheless, in our previous study, we found that TMPD
•+ yield was low for porphyrins with very low triplet energies, whereas for a model sensitizer with higher triplet energy, the yield was close to one. But the low values for porphyrins could also be caused by other properties besides triplet energy. 20 The potential dependence of the radical yield 11 Several molecular and photophysical properties have been correlated to f Δ, as well as the E T , with a modest increase in f Δ as E T decreases until the limit of exothermic energy transfer. 42 Given the many properties f Δ is dependent on, a direct dependence of f Δ on a specific CDOM property is likely masked by the sheer complexity of triplets within CDOM.
Another possibility related to capturing different pools with the two methods could be that the TMPD . In this range triplets are quenched much below the diffusion limit by HDA ( Figure 1B) Table S3 ). The new k HDA values can also improve estimations for rate constants of 3 CDOM* with pollutants that have been determined based on competition kinetics with HDA. 36 A small difference in the triplet energy distributions TMPDoxidizing and 1 O 2 -forming triplets in CDOM cannot be excluded with our current knowledge. In terms of using HDA as a steady-state probe, the experimental conditions employed are important because the triplet pool captured is dependent on HDA concentration (see also companion paper). 26 In past studies using HDA as a triplet probe, concentrations of HDA ranged from 10 μM to 10 mM 22−24,35−40 with typically a series of different concentrations. Whereas the first study with HDA as 3 CDOM* probe was conducted under nitrogen-purged conditions, 24 later studies used mostly air-purged conditions. To compare these conditions with one another and with our studies, [HDA]/k obs was calculated using k obs values, the inverse of the . 19 Using the maximum HDA concentrations from past studies yielded [HDA]/k obs values that cover a wide range ( Figure 2E ). Based on the observation that with increasing [HDA]/k obs a larger triplet pool is captured, it is anticipated that different triplet quantum yields and steady-state concentrations are calculated depending on the chosen HDA concentration range. Indeed, nonlinear CDOM quenching behavior was observed for HDA as evident in plots of [HDA] divided by HDA isomerization rates (R P ) versus [HDA] , 40 a plot that is commonly used to determine the triplet quantum yields and steady-state concentrations from the slope. [22] [23] [24] 36, 37, 40 The nonlinearity is consistent with a larger triplet pool being captured with increasing [HDA] .
Based on our results, much stronger nonlinear behavior would be expected in steady-state experiments. The discrepancy is possibly related to differences between measuring total quenching by HDA and isomerization of HDA. It has been shown that the ratio of cis to trans isomers of a diene at the photostationary state is dependent on the triplet energy of the sensitizer. For instance, sensitizers with a triplet energy below that of trans-butadiene have a higher fraction of the trans isomer and thus most likely a lower cis-isomerization yield than high energy triplets. 21, 43 Based on this observation, it is possible that the low energy triplets, which also possess low rate constants, are underrepresented in triplet quantification based on isomerization rates. To verify this hypothesis, cisisomerization yields of HDA as a function of sensitizer triplet energy should be determined.
When using HDA as a triplet probe, we suggest employing concentrations of HDA from 2.5 to 10 mM under air-purged conditions, especially if only one concentration is used. Higher concentrations allow capturing a majority of the triplet pool
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Article compared to using lower concentrations, where only triplets with high rate constants are captured and the less reactive pool is missed. At low HDA concentrations, the cutoff between reactive and unreactive triplets is likely more sensitive to experimental conditions such as temperature and thus the unquenchable fraction is less defined than at high HDA concentrations. Overall, using higher HDA concentrations yields more accurate steady-state 3 CDOM* concentrations that facilitate comparisons across different studies.
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